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I. INrRDDUCrIO3

A gun-launchel extenied-range guided projectile (FR.:)

is confronted with a transitional problem in that it .s
launched from a rifle barrel as a rotating bullet-shaped
member and must then convert into an almost non-rotating
finned missile before firing a self-containe! rocket propul-
sion system. Tne resident guidance 5ysten places a con-
straint upon the roll rite residual of approximately */- one
(1) revolution per second after toe fins have opened ani
provilel roll damping. Since the residual roll rate of the
projectile is an open-loop situation (i.e., no roll control
is provided), there are two principal iifficulties associ-
ated with meeting a iesign goal on the reslidual roll rate.
3ne problem is relative to fin alignment, dith the residual
roll rate tolerance requirin- the ftns to be aligned with
the freestream to a small fraction of a Jegree. Another
problem concerns the question whether fin-openine dynamIc5
introduces stresses into the fin such that structural yield-
Ing occurs thereby proviling a separate source for fin
angular misalignment, and as a matter of fact, possibly
negating the time-consuming efforts spent initially in fir.
alignment.

the case considered in this report will be the develop-
ment of fin-opening dynamics for an eignt-inch ER4P with a
six fin configuration. Aithough the nuzzle velocity of the
?;H3P is fairly well defined fron the typical 43 milliseconl
acceleration period in the gun barrel, tae initial condition
upon free-flight roll rate is a variable with maximum values
being on the order of 33 revolutions per second prior to fin
opening. rhe initial, fin retracted roll rate is dependent
upon the configuration of the obturator rings, which are in-
stalled on the ER3P to act as slip rings bEtween the rifle
barrel anda th-,eL missile. e...e obturator rings go tu .. u.. ar.
engraving process with the rifling, and it is the relative
slippage between the rings and the missile uhich prevents a
complete transfer of angular roll momentum durlnn the
initial firing process.

The ERJIP missile mey be assumed as having a constant
velocity along its -,,is of s5mmetry waile conserving angular
momentun during the fic-opoLing process. rhe dissipative
action of the fins upon the roll rate, due to aerodynamic
damping in roll, is wresent to some extent during fin open-
ing but will be neglected since the opening times occur mucn
faster than roll damping time constants; e.g., 0.030 spconds
vs. 3.33 seconds reslectively for a typical situ3tion.

IL 1



Although not well lefined in magnitade, it is possible
that the retractei fins nay have an initial conitlion of
opening rate due to an impulse transfer either from the
release of the fin latch block or fron the gun barrel !as
dynamics. Both of tnes2 Influences are unknown quantities
that may occur in varying degrees. Another concern relates
to the actual fin structural dynamics, ani a question to b?
addressed concerns wnetaer a fin torsion or beniing node
might be significantly excited during the opening and hence
provide a magnification of fin stresses. Since the actual
environient of the ERP during launch nay be conservatively
described as severe , the principal source of flight data
to answer the aforementioned concerns has been photograihic
in nature.

It is the purpose of the studies describei herein to
develop equations of motion for fin-opening dynamics under
the assumption of angular monentun conservation such that
time histories may be obtained for the opening process *ith
various initial conditions of roll rate ani fin opening rate
for both rigil and elasti2 fins. From compater solutions of
these equations of motion, it vould be hopel that some con-
clusions might be reached relative to fin stress time
histories in order to provide a Letter insight into the
overall problem that is loosely categorized under the title
of "fin-oweninz dynanics

2



II. THEORY

rhe development of the relations describing fin-opening
dynamics is quite easy to follow when one e iloy5 the 2nergy
approaches that are implicit in the Lagrange s equatioa
technique; e.g., 'Toldstein, Ref. 1. The generalized coori-
inates sere chosen such that the rigil system dynamics were
described by the missile rotational angle, q% , an: the fin
opening angle, E . Fin elasticity was -oleled by the funda-
mental bending and torsion modes using a simple pendulum
analogy where bending and torsion ieformations were expres-
sel by the coorlinates a- and a respectively. rhe penlulun
model bas referenced to the fin base. Figures 1 and 2 sho%
the coordinate systens.

Fin geometry is illustrated on Fig. 3 in accord with
Ref. 2. Estimated values locating the center of gravity of
the complete fin and respective mass moments of inertia were
used for the rigii fin nodel. When fin elasticity was
modeled (a selectable option), the mass anl inertial proper-
ties were broken down to consiieration: of fin b3se and fin
blade elenents respnctively. Table I tabulates the values
used for both the rigid and elastic fin analyses.

)ne may conceptially visual17e a refined or imtrovpd
finite elenent elastic nodel using the fin segmented into a
four degree of freedom (d.o.f.) syste, as s5etched in Fig.
1. Aiding more legrees of freedom will improve the elastic
modeling, but in exchange, the equations will become more
complex. Since the stiffness values for the pendulum model
arise from previous dynamic calculations made in a station-
ary frame of reference, one must recognize that the bending
and torsional excitations in time history calculations
represent an approximation much in the sense of using
alerkin's methoa in aeroelastic calculations where wind-off

modes are used to develop the hind-on modes %hen seeking
in-flight stability boundaries.

A. Equations of Motion:

In terms of the generalized coordinates $ , e), cc and
(, the kinetic and potential energies of the missile may be

established. The kinetic and potential energy, T and V
respectively, may be functionally recognized as:

r T r ,ec,•,c ,c, ,3,t) ... ( , I
and

V V(te,,@,t) ... ( 2 )

3



CABLE I

Mass and Inertia Properties

ER;P (W/o fins):
I = 9.859 lb-in-sec 2

(estimated about missile axis of symmetry)

Fin (one of six):

a. Mass: M6  0.0314:7 2-b-seci--n-1

M = 0.3361B& lb-sec2 -in-'

M 0.3759.: lb-secZ -In (tota! value)

b. Location of e.g. in Fin Coorns. 0- = a):
Base: xs a= -0.14: in.

I-ae= +3.83l in.

Fin: X1 F = -3.918 in.

=6.231 in.

rotal: x, = -0.771 in.

X3 = +5.225 in.

R~o = 2.3B3 in. (fin pivot-to-ER2P centerline)

c. Mass Moments of Inertia:

rotal fin relative to total fin e.g. location

I, = 0.05712 lb-in-sec

12 = 0.3935B lb-in-sec

13 = 0.33533 lb-in-sect

Fin (excluding base) relative to fin c.g. location

I vr = 3.35329 lb-in-sec2

= 0.05B21 lb-in-sec2

I7 = 0.30192 lb-in-sec 2

4t
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For the freely rotating missile, the roll angle, u , bill
not in general involve potential energy storage. The fin
opening angle, G , will involve potential energy storage
upon impact with the crushable limit stops. The fin bending
and torsion elastic model using the simple pendulum as an
approximation to the fundamental modes will introluce
potential energy due to elastic deformations in (Y- and P .

The application of Lagrange's methoi to the abuv- rela--
tions for kinetic ani potential energy allows us to express
the equations as:

it 4* 1= , 3 and 4)

for ql =), q =G ..."( 3)

The above equations correspond to four angular momentum
conservation relations with coordinates tailored for the
problem. Since some of the coordinates are in a moving
frame of reference, the eldations inclui? terms lescribel a5
Coriolis type accelerations. Their presence is automatical-
ly included in the Lagrangian development. In the theory of
shall vibrations, the derivative of Vinetic energy with
respect to the generalized coordinate, cT/ 6q, , Is o-itted
as a consequence of linearization. Sach is not the case in
the nonlinear relations considered here since the q,= $ and
q2 = E deformation5 were not small perturbations. The right
hand side of eqn. 3 being equal to zero implies that the
system was not consilerei with an external forcing function.
However, solutions for the set of second order, nonlinear
homogeneous differential equations will iepenl upon the
prescribed initial conditions ia q~ani q..

B. Solution Procedure!

The terms involved in eqn. 3 are developed in Appendix
A. The solution procelure for numerizal analysis involves
expressing the equations in matrix form as:

a q = g . . .( 4)

uhere the square matrix A introduces the inertial properties
of the system with a time depenlent, nonlinear coupling
relative to the fin-opening angle, G , using trigonometric
relations. The matrix A is not diagonal, hence convenient
solutions are rot readily obvious. Tqe column matrix g
I volves tne elastic moments due to fin benling and torsion.
It also involves cross product terms of angular rates in an
interactive mdnner in addition to a tri-onometric Jepfrdience



upon fin opening angle.

Nuiierical solutions of eqn. 4 were obtainei using the
IBI 360-67 digital computer located at the W.R. Church Com-
putation Center, Naval Postgraduate School. The solution
procedure was based apon a fourth order Ruage-Kutta integra-
tion procedure using the features of the Continuous System
Modeling Program (CSMP) as described by Speckhart and 3reen,
Ref. 3. Software details are given in Appendices B and C.

The A matrix in eqn. 4, although time lepenlent, is
nonsingular at any given instant of time based upon physical
arguments. Therefore, each application of the Runge-Kutta
Integration scheme required urcouplirn tre hi-hest order
time derivatives in eqn. I by performing an interlm step;
i.e., at any time t, determine:

- I
ý(t) = A(q,t) g(q, 1, t) ... ( 5 )

Successive applications of the algorithns available bj the
CSIP procedure proviied straightforward time history list-
ings of q and q . An output sample is given in &ppendir D.

Since the CSMP procedure allows the use of FORTRAN type
logic expressions, it was relatively siiyle to proviie A-
pisiiai modeling of thý crushinE action for a representa-
tion of the fin impacting into the limlt travel stops.
Although the use of another computational language may
appear foreboding as a usable tool, it was the feeling of
the author that the locumentation, Ref. 3, and principles
involved in CSMP were so well expressed that anyone moder-
ately familiar witb 2omputational nethods woull have little
difficulty applying the technique.

C. Fin Moles:

The desire to include the first few vibration modes of
the fin into the time history dynamic model led to a search
for a finite element representation of tte fin. Fortunat-
ely, a finite element model consisting of 77 plate elements
with 90 node points was available to reprebent the fin as a
thin plate, and the required infor'ation was proviled by
Payne, Ref. 4. A planvleb sKetch of the finite elr-ment
model may be seen on Fig. 5. rhe inertial and stiffness
properties of the fin were based upon:

= Mass density = 7.303xI1-4 lb-sec -in

E = Young's nodalus = 30?77X14-G psi

= Shear modulus = 1I.20z10+6 Pj!

10
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rhe fin element model was used as data input to a structural
analysis program, SAP IV, available at the NPS computer
center using the instructions as docunentel by Bathe, Wilson
and Peterson, Ref. 5. the first three Todes were identified
as first and second bending and first torsion at character-
istic frequencies of 89.4, 411.1 and 512.3 Hz respectively.
Sketches of the mode shapes nay be seen on Figs. 6 to 5.

rhe fin was excited on a sqaker table available in the
Department of Aeronautics, NPS for the purpose of verifying
the modal frequencies ani modes. rhe actual mounting of the
fin onto the table was by means of clanping the fin base
between two - 1/2 inch thick aluminum plates such that the
fin was harmonically excited by lateral 'otion of the base;
i.e., oscillations normal to the fin chord plane. Measured
mo1al frequencies were 51.3, 355 and 433 RIz with the moles
identified by observing the nodal lines using salt crystals.
The ordering of the mole shapes and tae location of the noi-
lines were in accord with the computer results. The lo.-re-
values of the characteristic frequencies as comp-red to the
theoretical values may be attributed to the claiping
mechanism being elastic.

rhe alternate wedge shaped fin (Ref. 5), Fig. 9, was
also vibrated on the shaker table. Natural frequencies were
experimentally observed at 84, 354 ani 422 Hz for first and
secn!• hndnlg a,-d first torsion modes rrshetu-ely. 1 11-
proximity of the experimental nodal freqaencies to those of
the diamond shaped fin would suggest using approximately the
same theoretical valies far the fin dynamic analysis.

Equivalent pendulun nodel stiffness values were esti-
mated in the fin-dynamic analysis based upon the fin inertia
values of Table I with an assumed pendulum pivot point in
the neighborhooi of the fin base. Based upon this 'odel,
equivalent spring rates for approximating the first bending
ant torsion modes were (respectively):

K• = 1.581x13+1 ln-lb/rai

K = 5.19OX13+4 in-lb/rad

rhe first and second bending modes could be approx-
imated by a double pendulum analogy as a fariher refinenmnt
to the initial analysis. Based upon a knowledge o-1 the node
line for the second bending node and the corresponding
frequencies for first ant second bending, an Intuitive for'n
of parameter identification could be used to develop the
double pendulum model with respect to both inertia and
spring stiffness traits. This type of a refinement was not
attempted in the dynamic -odel used in tae following studies

12
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with the primary reason being that the analysis was an
exploratori effort to evaluate the importance of fin elasti-
city upon fin-opening behavior. The initial conslierations
of only the funianental moles should be viewel as a start-
icg point for subsequent analysis refineients.

13
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Background:

the fin-opening dynamics for the gun-launched guided
projectile (ER;P) occurs after the spirning ERJP leaves the
gun barrel. Upon departing the barrel, a slight initial
dcceleration of the vehicle causes the release of a fin
latch or lock unit, which in turn releases the fins and
permits them to open to the fully deployed position under
the impetus of the centrifugal accelerations. During the
deployment process, angular momentum nay be considered as
being conserved since other dissipative actions such as
aerodynamic roll damping are not of major significance
during the initial fin-opening time interval. The fins open
until reaching a 63 degree position, bhen they encounter
small cylindrical stops. The fins crush the stops by
plastic deformation and then blow bacc into a detent pos-
ition corresponding to a 63 degree position, or in an aero-
dynamic sense, a 30 degree sweepback angle.

Details of the fin-opening process nave been obscurel
because of inherent measurement difficulties in the adverse
experimental environment associated with launching from a
Naval r~fle. Photogranhic observation of the launch process
combined with inspections of the ERGP after recovery has
provided clues, which will be used in the ensuing anilysis.
One significant observation fron fligat tests has be n that
the initial roll rate of the ERSP upon departing the rifle
was dependent upon the configuration ised in the obturator
rings. The obtarator rings become engravel into the rifling
of the gun barrel during launch. The relative slippage
between the rings ani the ER;P, which is controllable to a
limited extant, acts to protect the ERIP from experiencing
excessive initial roll rates at launch. However, initial
roll rates have been observed tip to 33 revolutions per
seconi. Basel upon these observations, initial missile roll
rates up to 33 RPS will be considered during the parametric
varlaticns of the analyses.

B. Crushable Fin Stop:

the rigid fin analysis was used for estimating the
magnitude of the moments induced about tae fin pivot due •o
the crushing action of the stops during fin deployment. A
sketch of the fin stop is shown on Fig. 1a. In estimating
the magnitude of the hnonet required to cause the fin stop
to become crushed into a '.asher-shaped" object, an assump-
tion of a 120,033 psi ultimate comrressive stress led to an

18



initial guess of 67,B33 In-lb total moment reaction at the
fin pivot axis for the six fins. This initial value of the
crushing-moment level provided by the fin stop was used in a
parametric study.

Figure 11 suimarizes the effects of tre total iiolnent
magnitude (from six fins) provided by the crushable stops on
the maximum value of opening an-le. rhe assumption was made
that fin opening began with an initial riissile roll rate of
1h revolutions per second and zero initial fin opening angle
rate. Furthermore, on the assuIption that initial contact
with the fin stop occurred at a fin opening angle of 63
degrees, the fia could be brought to a rest condition by an
additional 6 degrees of opening angle if the crushing coment
were 10,000 in-lb. Several things to note in the analysis
include:

o The original guess of 67,903 in-lbs stopPing moment was
a startup value for a paraietric stuiy only.

o Changes in Initial condition of missile roll rate and
fin opening angle rate would reqaire different values of
crushing 'no'ent if the constraint of bringing the fin to
a rest condition in 5 to 13 degrees ,iore opening angle
after the fin contacted the stop were a valid all
encompassing boundary condition.

o The purpose of the crushable stop logic described in
section II was solely to provide a mechanism for bring-
ing the fin opening process to a rest 3ondition In a
reasonable manner.

0 The elastic fin dynamics, in particular the fin's elastic
response in bending and torsion, was not critical during
the crushing operation.

Since incorporating the logic of the crus:able stop for
the purpose of arresting the fin opening angle rate was
accomplished in a representative manner, and dii not lead to
any critical benling or torsion responses, further investi-
gation of the fin -oment input fron crushing the stop did
not appear varranted. The actual initial condition range
considered in the investigations varied in the following
manner:

o 4(a); t=3 missile roll rate varied from 5 to 30 RPS

o @(b); t=3 fin opening rate varied froi 3 to 13 rad/sec
(2292 i2g/sec).

The effects of the above range of initial conditions upon
the crushing of the fin stop and conseqaently the maximua
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opening angles are shown on Fig. 12 for the situation of
rigii fin lynamics. As will be noted, COnsidering the stop-
-ping ,ioi~ent from, crushing action as Constant (43x13+3 in-ib)
did not prevent the maxiunum opening angle from exceeding Da
degrees when the initial roll re~e exceelei 30 RPS. A more
refined analysis might have modeled the stopping moment lue
to plattic crushing of the stoj as being a gradual buillap
In momnent value. The computer logic to implement such a
feature is not difficult, but was not employed, since the
-naximuin fin elastic deformiations In general appeared before
the fin stop was contacted during deployment.
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C. Opening Angle Rate:

rhe time in milliseconds for the fins to reach an
opening angle of 50 degrees is shown on Fig. 13 as a
function of Initial opening rate for various initial values
of missile roll rate. Experience fror test firings of the
ER3P has shown that the condition of the interface between
the obturator rings and the rissile body allows a reasonable
degree of control upon the initial missile roll rate. The
opening angle rate, which can be noted on Fig. 13 as having
a strong influence upon the fin-opening times, is not as
readily amenable to contr2l during testing. Possible
factors influencing the intial fin-opening rate wouli
certainly include muzzle gas dynamic interference effects as
sell as Impulsive loadings Induced by release of the fin
latch.

The latter effect has been estiracel in terns of the
impulse created by a latch delta-velocity (,AV) "jump" o"
one foot per second luring latch release. The analysis,
details of which may be found in Appendix E, would indicate
a sensitivity of 0.66 radl/sec from an one foot/sec velocity"jump" at release for a latch weigaing approximately 3.5t
pounds.

Unfortunately, it i5 difficult to estimate the transfer
of impulse from the latch into fin-opening rate. However,
there i5 experimental evidence supporting the notion that
the fin latch moves forward relative to the ER3P upon the
system leaving the gun barrel. The determination of what
fraction of the latch's rElative foreari notion is used as
an impulse transfer to initialize the fin-opening rate Is a
difficult item to quantify since the test environment in th•
presence of the gun -uzzle blast Is quite adv'rse. Fron an
order of magnitude vtehpoint, a velocity "Junp" from the
latch of 50 feet per second for impulse transfer would seen
appropriate consiiering the tact that tne latcn can ercount-
er an accelerating force due to the gun barrel gas flo%
(relative to the missile) upon launch.

The inertial properties of the fin were revised to
reflect the alternate wedge" fin shape, Ref. 6, and a rigid
fin opening dynamics analysis was performed. The effect of
using the wedge fins upon the tine to reach a 6a degree
opening angle is shown on Fig. 13 by the dashed curves. The
wedge fins generally required slightly Tore time to reach 6c
degrees relative tc the diamond cross-Bection fin, Ref. 2,
but in general the time diffcrence was on the order of a
five percent or les5 increase.
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D. Elastic System Response:

A typical time history plot showing fin opeuing angle
for various opening rate iritial conditions at an initial
missile roll rate of 13 re%olutions per second (RFS) is
shown on Fig. 11 for a tydical situatLon of an elastic fin
response. rhe contact by the fin with tae crushable stop at
63 degrees opening angle is followed by a short period of
deceleration to a zero opening rate condition and is denotel
on Fig. 14: by the dashed fairing. Fin elastic effects were
not noticable upon the curve shape since angular momentum In
the theta (Q ) direction was not directly Influenced by fin
bending and torsion response. rhe tine to reach 60 degrees
of fin opening was increased slightly whEn fin elasticity
was included in the dynamic yodeling as a result of fin
bending effects naving an influence upon Missile roll rate
time histories, which in turn interacted with fin deploy-.ent
through a centrifugal force dependence. A first order con-
sideration of opening angle tine histories nay be viewed as
teing reasonably %211 represented by the rigid system model
Eince fin elasticity is nDt a strong Influence upon the
theta (e) generalized coordinate.

A significant factor in fin deployment Is the miss
noiient of inert1~ia~~s bu h rol Y.,s Deo1r,6
the flus to the 50 degree position typically Increased the
B-Inch ERGP roll axis moment of inertia by 25 percent.
Angular momentum considerations would leai one to expect a
20 percent decrease (0.60 = 1/1.25) In nissile roll rate
relative to the initial value at departure from the gun
barrel.

rhe rigid fin roll-rate tine history plot is shown on
Fig. 15 for an initial roll rate of 10 RPS and varying con-
ditions of initial opening-anglo rate. Although the times
to reach the 60 degree deploynent situation were dfependent
upon initial conditions, the ratio of deployed system to
initial system roll rates renalned invariant by the angular
nonentun conservation considerations stated above. It.
shouli be noted that these remarks are applicable only to
the system with the rigid fin assumption.

Figure 16 cover5 the sane range of initial conditions
as in the preceding figurc, except that the dynamic terns
from the 'in motion included an elastic noleling influer;ce
fro-n first bending and torsion nodes respectively. rLe time
history curves have the time-to-reach 50 degrees fldggLi
out, and comparlson between Figs. 15 and 15 will substan-
tiate the earlier conment that fin elasticity effects were
not a dominant Influence upon fin opening. But Fi. 15 does
show that the inclusion of' fin elasticity sienificint.y
altered tre roll rate tine history, and in p3rticular, the
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value of nissile roll rate when the fins were deployed to 50
degrees was not invariant with fin-opening rate as was the
case for the rigid-fin dynamic model. The influence of fin
elasticity may be attributed to a coupling between the fin's
bending mode ani the missile's roll mode. Fin bending
Motion can be visualizei as interacting #ith angular noren-
turT about the roll axis with an added dependence from the
fin deployment angle.

rhese remarks, concerning the influence of fin elas-
ticity upon roll-rate time histories suggest that diffi-
culties might be experiencel in estimating fin-opening per-
foriiance by photographic observations. It woull be quite
possible to mistake the influence of fin bending excitation
as an unknown error (or 1noise") in missile roll rate. In
addition, actual photographic evidence of missile roll angle
(and hence rate) may occasionally be clouded by the gun
barrel blast. It might be dlifficult to correlate an obtur-
ator ring confiSuration with a transient roll-rate value,
expeclally if the missile roll rate were to chante by 20 to
30 percent during the typical 20 to 30 milliseconi opening
process.

Another interesting consideration is proviied by Fig.
17, which shows the dependence of missile initial condition
upon roll angle when 60 degree fin deployment angle is first
attainPd. The -fAmily of rol1 cugle cNrvr5- soul inIcate
that as a general rule, the fins reaca the deployed positioi
in less than one-third of a revolution. One point to note
is that the roll angle for 53 degrees fin deployment was
invariant with missile initial roll rate providing that the
fin-opening rate was initially zero. However, this latter
observation may be somewhat academic since the evidence from
test observations during firing tends to support an assuap-
tion of a non-zero initial fin-opening rate.

Representative elastic fin bending response time
histories for an initial missile roll rate of 10 RPS may be
seen on Fig. 18 for various opening rate initial conditions.
3f particular note is that the bending response appears as a
superposition of a time varying waveform upon a linearly
increasing variation with the amplitude of the wave being
dependent upon initial opening angle rate. As -ay be noted,
peak values of bending deflection occur on the second wave
for the lower values of initial opening rate ani on the
first wave at the higher values of Initial condition. At
the larger values of Initial opening rate, the time to reacn
50 legrees of opening angle was 20 milliseconds or less and
hence the response could acc)mmodate only one wave peak
before the action of the crushable fin stop entered into the
dynamics.

3.3
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Although the period of the wave was not clear on the
curves, Fig. 18, an approximate estimate of 17 iilliseconds
for a wave period would indicate the presence of a 59 Hz
frequency in the travsient response. The funlanental
frequency of the fin in a non-rotating coordinate system was
estimated as BRA: Hz (c.f., section II-C), which serves to
illustrete that the rotating coordinate system does bave an
influence upon the modal frequencies and consequently, also
upon the transient responses. Further investigations of the
transient response behavior certainly should consiier the
effects of higher bending modes as well as a sensitivity
study due to changes in the various stiffness constants.

The transient torsional response for the sane range of
initial conditions as described above may be found on Fig.
i1. the curve shapes are similar to those shown for bending
response; however, the response Aagnitude appears reduced by
three orders of magnitude. This observation would lead one
to consider dyramic modeling of fin elasticity aa bein-
primarily dominated by fin bending response.

The main iipetus for including fin elasticity in the
dynamic model of fin o Dnirg was to identify situations when
fin root bending stresses could become sufficiently large so
as to induce structural yiell~ig. Figure 20 summarizes the
peak values of the eeneralized first bending coordinate for
the .ntl,1 cia neOndtdons An ailteCUdAI
scale Is alse presented ofi maximum induced bending stress
encountered at the fin root. The ccrrespondlng maximu-n
stress scale w&s basei upon translating bending deflection

to bending moment using the effective spring stiffness
constant, K, , iescrlbet in section II-C. If yielding were
assumed to occur in the ne!.ghborhocl of 160,000 psi tensile
stress, tnen evidence of permanent set in the fiz bending
coordinate could be expected If Yhe initial missile roll
rate exceeded 15 to 20 RPS. It shoull also be note. that
the maximum stress encouater was influencel more stronr4y by
initial roll rate rather than by initial fin-opening rate-
In orier to emphasiza the latter coirent, Fig. 22 has been
prepared to illustrate the peak fii'-beriding induced stress
ebcounter as a function of initial miss1le roll rate for
several cases of initial fin-opening rate.

Figures 20 and 21 illustrate that the mo,ýt effective
way of avoiding missile residual rall rate due to perman.,'nt
set of the fins is to uonflgure the obturator rings so that
initial missile roll rates are !iept below approximately 15
liPS.

3.
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As an aside, it should be recognizei that the linear
stress-strain relationship of the fin inaterial, which was an
inherent feature of the fin elasticity model, woull not be a
valil assumption for higher values of initial conditions
where material yielling -ight be ezpeztei. However, the
curves of peak-stress encounter represent events, which for
stresses beyond yielling, only occur for a few illiseconls.
Therefore, improvements in the dynanic nodeling should also
reflect material property dynamics ix one were seeking to
quantify estimates of fin yielding. Fortunately, the CSIP
technique, Ref. 3, allows the convenihnt inclusion of logic
statements that can accomiodate Improvel dyaamic anodeling in
case the scope of the investigations were broadenel.
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E. Experimental Correlation:

As one would expect from earlier comments male in this
report, the acquisition of experimental Information for des-
cribing fin-opening lynamics was potentially limited, both
in amount and scope, because of the adverse nature of the
launch environment. A limited arount of fln-opening perfor-
mance has become available based upon photographic records.
Results of this technique, described in Ref. 7, showing the
time for 50 degree fin leploynent are sumnarized on Fig. 22.
It should be noted that these results are relative to the
wedge-shaped fins which are slightly ilfferent in properties
from the diamond-shaped fins. The latter fin configuration
uas the principal consideration in this report.

The two faired curves oo Fig. 22 represent results from
fin-opening spin tests conductei under controllel laboratory
conditions and from gun-launched test firings using an
3-inch rifle available at the NWC gun range. The spin test
results were assumed to represent a zero initial condition
situation for fin-opening rate, while the fin-opentng rate
was an unknown for the actual gun-launched tests. Table II
conpares predicted results from the dynariz modeling of a
(rigid) wedge-shaped fin bith the data points on Fig. 22.
For the situation of the s!in tests, the predicted values of
r( 0 were in general slightly lower by a few milliseconds,
using the assumption that the initial opening rate was zero.

The actual gun-launched tests provilel values of r6,
that could be used in an Indirect manner to obtain estimates
of in-situ initial fin-opening rates. By ratching the
measured and predicted fin-opening times, initial fin-
opening rates were dleucel in the range of 33 to 53 rais per
second; c.f., Table II. These results add support to the
intuitive feeling that the opening rate was due to an
effective fin latch AnV o, of arom, ate y 50 fee,,Ptr
second, where it is recognized that the term effective was
used to cover momentun input sources to fin opening from gun
blast dynamic influences as well as the kinematics of the
fin latch mechanism. In any event, there loes appear to be
credence provided relative to the range of fin-opening rates
considered in the analysis of the report, as well as to the
results of the analysis.
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TABLE II

Comparison of rheory anl R2.5alts(delge Fins)

A. Spin Tests:

!dent. 00a) T()i60 (ms)

RPS sec-' eas. Prei.

R5168/1 11.5 4 42 35.2
RS168/2 23.0 19 17.5
RS16B/3 23.5 3 19 17.0

B. , ' r Tests:

~TG ..... vv - • \ I k Sec "

RPS MS Meas. Pred.

D59 10 18. n.a. 43
a51 15 14 n.a. 53
336 23 12 n.a. 48
435 27.2 11 n.a. 33



IV. C2ýCLUDINý REI&RMS

An analysis of fin-opening dynamics has been completed
for the 8-inch ER3P using four generalized coordinates in
conjunction with Lagrange s equations of notion. This
method procedurally simplified the derivation for the
couple1 equati.7ms of motion into an algebraic manipulation.
The elastic rcdel for representing fin dynamics included
Loth fin *bendlne and torsion response representations.
Analyses disclosed that tie bendains responses dominated the
elabtluity infl-ences by several orders of magnitude, whlch
result has in accozrd v.ith independent analyses conducted by
Boore, Ref- 7, on a 5-inch gun-launcbeid projectile with a
similar fin configurtiLon.

ihe question of result crelibility tas addressed by
i aking a coy arison uith li ttfl exper imental results giving
opening tites, and froyi these corparlsons an aided benefit
ý,s obtaineda namely, &, indication that the initial fin-
opening rate was in the neighborhood of 35 to 53 radians per
second.

Since the results of the re.or-t appear physically con-
sistent, one may conclude that the analysis method does pro-
vide the systems iesigner vith a tool to describe fin-
opening dynamics, including other configurations, in a
straightforward manner. 1inisight obtainei from the results
would suggest that ilproveTPnts In the elastic moiEl could
be made by adding more fin bending degroes of freedom and by
Incorporating ii)provl logic to accom7modat the effects of
material yielding.

The resiaual roll rate for the B-inch ER3P following
the completion of the gun launch, finu.opening transients and
roll rate decay by aeroijnamic damping is governed by both
the in1tIal fin al! g nme nt a+ p-mAen set - r +4-4
structural yielling lue 0o launch and opening dynamics. the
latter effects, described as a m-ain goal of these investiga-
tions, appeared to be dependent priimarily upon the initial
missile roll cdte anl secondarily upon the initial cendition
of fin-opening argle rat?; c.f.. Fir. 2'. It would appear
that -post of the problems associated bith Inertlally induced
structural yielling by the ftns coild be avoided if the
obturator ring configuration between the missile ani the gun
barrel here defined for initial misýIle roll rates below 15
RPS. This philosophy does not eliminatT the influence of
gun barrel gas iyn;nic5 ari fin latch momentum transfer into
the fin's initial oprinr rite, but rather it relegates
those problems into a :uborlinate role, which certainly is
to be desired wnri. trying to achieve englneering design
success.

1A



hPPENDIX A

Equations of Motion:

The Lagrange equation approach will be used for setting
up tne governing relationships for the fin-lynaiics problen.
The equations will include terms to provide an elementary
treatment of the elastic fin response; however, it will be-
come evident in the analysis as to which terms need to be
removed. for reversion to a rigld-fin situation. The first
step in the procedure Is to locate the center-of-gravity
(c.g.) positions of the various fin elements relative to an
iriertially oriented reference frame. The next step relates
to the ievelopment of the system kinetic energy terms, com-
posed of translational and rotational components relative to
the individual c.g. locations. The third step involves the
establish-ent of potential energy type terms. Finally, the
equations of motion become identified by direct substitution
of the appropriate derivative terms in Lagrange's equation.

the contilbatlon to energy from the rotating missile

bojy (without fins) Is given by:

4kV =

In treating the fin traislatlonal contribution to
energy, assumptions made will include:

o Fin is modeled by a ritgil base plus an elastic fin blade
section. The fin base is pin connected to the missile
body at a distance Ru, from the missile axis of symmetry.

o Fin elasticity consilers only the fundamental banding and
torsion modes using a simple pendulum nodel.

o Fin base dynimic5 can bc, obtainel from rigil-fin modeling
by appropriate revisions to the c.g. ani mass terms.

--- Fin Base Kinetic Energy ---
The absolute po5ition of the fin base c.g. relative to

the inertial coordinate frame of reference, r•, x' and z'
(Fig. 1) for the base may be expressed as:

1ý5 = [R.4 XIScoSG + X3 13 sN I] coA .
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where numerical values for Re, , xm, and x:2, may be found in
Table I. The next step is to take the time derivative of
the inertial position, followed by suiiIing the squares to
obtain the square of the velocity; i.e.,

v2 = , * )a
(xE ) + .2 s)a .3

The translational contribution to kinetic energy for
5ix (5) fin bases, following algebraic simplification,
becomes:

AT'.r,- 6/2 MB VSi

= 3 MS R4 XlsCOmi + X>(5IN2G +

The rotational contribution to kinetic energy requires
expressing the angular velocities of the flins x, , xg and 13

coordinate system ( LO,, uO, and. .uJ respectively) in terms of
an inertial frame of reference. Two coordinate rotations
are involvel to lescribe the rigid fin •n~uli- r-utatiOn con-
sisting of first, a rotation • about the missile axis of
syivmetry followed by a rotation Q about the fin pivot axis.
It should. be recognized that this is considerably simpler
than the Euler angle approach which is the classical treat-
merit applied in the more general situation when developing
angular momentum conservation relations for a rigid body, be
it either a gyroscope or an airplane.
Consequently one obtains that:m

10.3 =- S casLTBO[ [ xIB ... (A.S

wh T rv~sth nre o he rotational contributiontoknicergrques

-- Fin Base Potential energy--
expthe contritution of the fin base 'soel to syste, poten-
tial energy would depero upor trne relatlve importance of
terwis such as thf eartws grabitational fiel or fin elastic
I reformations. The former aas considere as a negligible
factor for the rotatin r missile environrent while the latter
effect was precludin by toe gacr of lientifiable springs in

anua moenu cosrvto reain fo a rii ,oy b



the base area. One shouli note that there is a zrushable
stop present in the systeyi ftilic absorbs energy after the
fin opening angle, E , his reached 60 degrees. rhe logic
re~ulrei for this effect will be treatei separately later.
Therefore, based upon these arguments, we shall assume that:

LVB = . . . (A.?)

--- Fin Blade Kinetic Energy
In mo~eling fin elasticity according to the stated

assuTiptions, the fin was :onsiderei to deflect in bending
deformation as an equivalent pendulum vith angle m about a
virtual pivot locatei on the chord. plane at the top of the
fin base. Syimetry coniitions were assuned for the elastic
fin about the milchord line. Hence, the absolute position
of the elastic fin c.,. relative to tae inertial coordinate
fraie of reference, x' , xý and x' (Fig. 1) may be
expressed in a form similar to eqn. A.2 as:

ll• = "3r5IQ ICOS•+nXBS\N¢•

)c F =R+Xp C_05G + X-F'VG l~ý-XC5

xo 1 -•r51N + X.3 CO. .(A .B)

1he numerical values involved in trie above relations
are statei in Table i. tne term Ax 3  is the distance in
the x3  direction (spanwise for the fin) from the virtual
pivot of tne simple pendulum model to tne alastic fin c.g..
The above equations include a small angle assumption upon
the bending angle deformation; i.e., oC4 sin•

The translation contribution of tne six (6) elastic
fins to kinetic energy may be evaluated in a manner similar
to the development that led to eqn. A.4. Results were:

ATFTR 3 ma e + xPC 5U4G ÷

X221

62 IR(X~ o X -I3 2~~ L 4'0C~ v~ 2--~ 3 o
I2 F IF] + A 2 2

+ 6[-~XIF-SkN + X3 FCOSGI(XaoCý)

& 4P0+ Y"F C05 +X-3 F'S'N91 (Ax,)1 .(.

For the elastic fin model, the angular velocity com-
ponents of eqn. A.5 become modified by inserting bending and
torsion angle deflection rates, as noted below:

•.•m .... •-. . _. _Z .-:- _ • . t•, .... •-"• • •, '• • . , .• .... : - -- . ...- 1 .. "' . ..



U), S- t e\N 4 c

Lo3 = ( cosC)S4

The contribution of rotation to Kinetic energy for the
six elastic fins is obtained by applying eqn. A.10, which
yields:

jT~- tI (-4) 51N o + b 2+

+ 13F( co59 + 2 .... (A.i1)

--- Fin Blade Potential Energy ---
rhe elastic modeling of the fin as a si-ple penlului in

both bending and torsi0n allos us to express the potential
energy for the six fins as:

A V = 23 [ V 0 2] ... (A.12)

In the above expressions, the estinat2 for the elastic
sprin3 constants were obtained from tae separate free vibra-
tion calculations of the finite element fin iioiel using the
structural analysis program known as SAP IV.

CrUShab-le 'Itok Vnergy
The last iten for inclusion ir the energy fornulation is

the crushable stop which is used to bring the fin to a rest
condition during the opening process. rne crushable stop,
one per blade, is a snall steel cylinier positioned on the
missile base frame in a manner such that the fin base makes
initial contact at a fin opening angle, 9 , of approx-
inately 50 degroe5 (l.017 radians). the fin contact with
the stop 15 initially an elastic ceformation over a small
change in openlng angle, but once material yieliing has
occurred, ta? influence douli correspond to plastic deforna-
tion. Therefore, the vorK fron the absorption term will be
modeled as an equivalent potential energy term by an expres-
sion for the siK fins as stated below:

& =for e .LT. 1.0?7 rad

6 K (s - I.3?7) for Q .3E. i.01? rad
and do/at .GT. 3 ... (A.13)

where Ks is an estimate of the stopping moment levelopel by
the plastic type deformation of the crushei stop during the
deceleration of the fin o~enlng angle. Nie actual digital
computation will cease (by a logic test) wfen the angular



rate of opening angle rsa:hes zero. In practice, the fins
vill then blob back Iue to the aerodynamic type moments into
tae detent (locwed) ýcsition of 60 degrees.

--- Summary of Energy Terms ---
rhe virtues of a systematic energy formulation for a

complex systen will now become evilent since the establish-
ment of the appropriate coefflcients in the equati'ons of
motion becomes simplified to a routine algebraic accounting
procedure. First, thte kinetic energy tLrms may be sum~iar-
ized in their entirety as:

T =•AT + LTBT + + tTBROT+ ATcT--rt + ATF-Ito.r .. .(A.l)

where the contributions to the right nani side are define.
by eqns. 1l, AA, A.6, A.9 and A.1i. respectively.

Next, thie ,otential energy terms in tneir entirety are:
0f

V + + iVF + *l . . .(A.15)

where the contributions to tae right nan9 siie have been
establishel by eqns. A.l, A.7, A.12 and k.13 respectively.

--- Dpftnittnn nf ,Coefficients
iquation 3, whicn iý Lagrarge's equation for establish- N

ing toe differenttal equations that iescribe the fin-opening
lynamics, is restatei beloi, for sate of clarity:

+ -0 (1 = 1, 2, 3 ant 1)

bhere . .. (3)

q, qc , >2 =

q1 =c . ,

rhe above set of four coupled differentisi equations
may be expanded term ty term using the kinetic and potential
energy expressions of eqns. A.I4 ant A.15. In the expansion
of the first energy term of eqn. 3, it is conveiient to use
a matrix format as fellows:

d/- T)-- .(. .(A. 16)

dt .
where the square matrix .k will in gneral be symmetric but
non-diagonal in character, tern by terr expansions of the
kinetic energy expression yielded the following coefficients
for the A maatrix:

A 1 4 01 j4GA%+ C 111+ M X 3jSING +[1 3 +4Mx( ]COSo +

[tJBXIB\ 3B*AMF')(IFYJ5] SN ?@G +

r 2,2-
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Ar 4-M(X24x~

0rr

Ak2= A 2 1  x~ Cos G - XVSN elA X-3 x

Ak1 3  L3 -5 1 M ~X3 + F+MNFX3jvAX-31s].Q4M)I~ 3 OE

A 2 3 = A32 = 0

A 24 A42 = 13

A-1.q= k4j= 0 .AAa

It is Conrenjent to rearrange t~ae equitions of Tnction Into

rnoatrix forTi (eqn. 4) as:

L~ I ý = f-1
bklerc! the column vector, g ,is Aerivei from;

rhe first coinponent of tuie gcolumn ve.ctor, whien ezxpanlei.,
becores:

.1 1q3 + b2bj q2q 4

bz =-Gf[T 3  M(K*32 xtn451N 29 4 Z M R,[(aCSG -X 1 SINa] +

b 2

L2 C MF{XIFC5 ± 3 F'SINe]Ax 3 ax

b23 ý ~Ij Cos G

b 24 1V 5

The seconi componezit of the E; coluno vector is:

-17



wLE!re
, = 4 (1-1 3  MI~(X3-X•)]•5IN2G 4(oM,4c{X 3 CO$S-Xt$ING]+

c13 = -)ICOS G

f for q. .2T. 1.0? rad

- K. for q. .3E. 1.ý7 rad and dq2 /dt .'T. 3

IThe third covponent of the g colaumn vector is:

83 dt4 4dI1  4 T33 q.3c
where

f33= -6 kBV•I

The fourth component of the gcolumn vector is:

where

eta = G1 '51N 0

f44

A s,,rutInj of tane preceding term by term developments .1
will disclose that the option of rigii-fin dynamics is
obtairnei by' dropking terms involving tbe q:3 an q. gener-
alized coordinates and their corresponinig coefficients.
The " A ' matrix reduces to a 2x2 matrix in the rigli-fin
situatiou as an illastrative example.
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APPENDIX B

Fin-Dynamics Computer Software:

The computation of fin-opening dynamics as a time
history was numerically determined using the Continuous
Systeri 1oleltng Program (CSMP) as docunented by Specmhart
and Green, Ref. 3. The numerical treatment for solving sets
of second order differential equations is similar to the
analog conputer approach in that the first step is the
determination of the highest order derivative(s) followed by
succesive integrations. Each integration step allows the
introduction of appropriate initial conditions.

The equations of motion have been represented concep-
tually in matrix form, eqn. 4, for ease of visualization.
It will be noted that the equations were Inertially coupled
as developed by the Lagrange equation formulation technique
which is detailel in Appendix A. An analog computer solu-
tion approach could acconmo' te the inertial coupling, but
bould have difficulties in i.,, esenting the nonlinear terns.
A digital approach can nindle the nonlinear terms, but does
require that the equations appear as being uncoupled in an
inertial sense. The inertial uncoupling, as mentioned in
the main section, was achieved by premultiplying the equa-
tions of motion by the inverse of tae inertial coefficient
matrix; i.e., A' . The existence of the inverse can be
argued on the basis of physical considerations. Once the
se:ond time derivatives of the generalized coordinates have
been determined in an uncoupled form, it is a simple pro-
cedure to obtain lower order derivatives by using a fourtn
order Runge-Kutta integration scheme.

The numerical approach for obtaining fin-opening
..na.-nis b ky th• L m Let . od was selected baseI upon itS

being user orienteJ to any person with FORTRAN programning
scills. The technique emiphasized simplified input data and
output result statements respectively. In addition, program
control statements were almost a direct description of the
mathematical equations or physical variables of the problem.
rhe authors of CSIP coatend that tne te anique allows the
user to concentrate on the details of the physical system
rather than the usual concerns of numerical analysis and
progranning. The author of this report is in accord witn
the contention. It was a pleasant surprise to find that a
5small investment of time in learning the method produced
good dividends in the form of results.

Figure B.l shobs a progrdm flow chart in order to
illustrate the procedural simplicity. The CS1P technique
identiflei the solution fle in phases. For the problen at
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CONSTANTS:
Geometric,

Inertia, Meas
Spring$, etc.

A PARAMETERS:

PIHTIAL Initial Cond.
PHASEI

PHASE Form

(NOSORT) Fo m

(NOSORT)N A D~~[.'G

tk • ] Crushable|

-I--0-- -I

(SORT) Fourth Order Runge-Kutta

0

Etc.J.
1)2G• YES

FIG. B-1: PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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hand, only te "initial" ann dynamic pnases were required.
As one boull suspect, the initial phase alloyed the entry to
the protlem of constants and parameters. rne initial conli-
tion of fin-opening angle rate was normally selectei as a
problem parameter while the initial missile roll rate vas
consiiered as a problem constant. There is a program option
to repeat the calculations with changes being made in the
constants. This latter opti.on aided consiierably to program
flexibility, and was used tc advantage after the progran was
debugged.

The dynamic phase is recognizable as the portion of the
program that is involved In the computation of the time his-
tories. There are two options availible, a "SDRT" and a".NOSDRT" condition. The "N3S3RT" option -allows the use of
FORTRAN program logic as entered by the programmer with the
computational steps being as specified. This section can
draw upon subroutines for program support as in more conven-
tional software. For this problem, the NOSORT" section
involved an interaction of all the current variables at any
given instant, shich is recognized as an inherent trait of a
nonlinear problem. the fourth order Runge-Kutta integration
vas performed in the "SORT" section. An inherent advantage
of this section was the main feature of the CSIP; namely,
the ability to identify internally in the program the
5euuetlce of computation st~ps so that a full dynamic inter-
action of the problem can be obtained. the programmer does

not heed to be concerned as to the sEqueance of program
statements in this section; however, it ýill be noted in the
program listing that a "people-oriented" sequence was used
in order to make the program ea'ier to real.

Dutnut foriatting uas easily accomplished by identi-
fying a TITLE" plus a listing of variables of interest by a

"PRINT" statement. Problem tining was established by the
"l!PIER" statement which specified the maximum (or finish)
tine, the problem time step increments and the output time
printing step intervals. There wEre several numerlca!
m ethods available for the integration scheme, with the
choice depenling uqon the,. particular problem. This was
specified by the METHOD statement. The "RANIE" statement
provided a listing of the extremes, both minimum and maxi-
mum, for selectei variables. Finally, the option was insti-
tuted of considering the problem as being completed (FINISH)
when the fin-opening angle rate changed sign, which corres-
ponlei in a phisical sense to the plastic collapse of the
crushable stop prior to fin's blowing back about its pivot.

h program listing is provided in Appendix C in order to
illustrate the readability (and hence simpliclty) of the
program. The FORTRAN statements in the main program ,ere
similar to usual techniques oxcept that comment cards neelei

4151
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an asterisk, ' , in the first column in contrast to the "C"
found in the subroutine section. In addition, the DIMENSION
card required a virgule, / , in columrn 1 ani continuation tc
a folloiing card was indicated ty ... at the end of tne
line. These distJnctions are clearly explained In fief. zz,
hence the first-tire user cf 3S'1P sioull not experience
great difficulty.

Sore difficulty was encountered in setting up the time
interval -for the j•roblen in order to naintain a balance
between the fact that increasing the time step might dekrade
the time history solation accuracy and rake the ernbler,
unstable and the other constraint that too srall a tire step
interval could lead to computer time wastage. A probler
tine interval of 0.5 milliseconds was used at first, but it
lei to problei instabilities folloding tae introiuctioz, of
the crushable-stop logic into the program iuring the devel-
opment period. A time ste• interval of 0.25 miilliseconi5
worked quite well ani avoiiel the above instability witt.out
requiring excessive computational ti-ne. In Its final form,
the progran coull provide a co-oplete fin-openirg dynamics
solution in about six (5) seconds per condition, a time
vhich vas not considered excessive.

Dutput results dill be found as a tyil3al listing in
Appendix C. The case shown is for in initial -l ssIle ivli
rat-, P,(DYI =), of '.e3 rad/sec and an initial fin-opening
angle rate, rO(DY2 =), of 10.0 rad/sec. It will be clear
from the listing that the fin openin• przcess was stoppýd by
the crushable-stold model at approximately 31 milliseconds
for the spe.Ifl~i conition. Computational results are
discussed in the maln body of this report.
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APPENDIX C

Fin-Dynamics Program Listing:
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APPENDIX 1)

Fin-Dynamics output Sample:
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APPENDIX E

Estimation of Fin-Opening Rate:

The release of the fins by the fin latch when the ERGF
leaves the gun barrel is dependent upon a relative velocity
taking place between the latch and the nissile fins. the
relative motion occurs from several physical mechanisms
including.that the ERIP h3s a different ieceleration manner
than the fin latch block, possibly due to the latch block
being totally immersed in the gun muzzle blast field Imned-
iately upon exiting from the barrel.

The latch is physic11y arranged to keep the fins
locked in a folded position until the latch moves forward
along the symmetry axis of the missile. A sketch of the
configuration is shoon on Fig. E-1 for sake of clarity. The
forward motion of the latch is associated with a linear
momentum, and it is the cDnversion of a portion of this
linear moientum into fin angular momentun which may be
considered as a source of the fin's initial opening angle
rate.

rhe considerations which ensue are applirAtinns of
momentum principles from enginnering mechanics such as des-
cribed in •oldstein's text, Ref. 1. rhe fin latch has ajump or discontinuity in velocitj (at time = 0) due to the
momentum transfer, and the velocity 'junp" in combination
with the latch's mass provides a measare of the momentun
transfer. The tine periol involved in tae momentum transfer
is extremely short and the uhole process may be considered
somewhat in the manner of the application of a "Dirac delta"
type of forcing function. The velocity Jump is defined
by:

For purposes of the ensuing analysis, a unit value of vel-
ocity Jump" corresponding to one foot per second will be
assumed in order to provide an estimate of fin-opening rate
sensitivity. Pertinent linensions for tie ievelopment are
shown on Fig. E-1 for sake of clarity, even though sone are
duplicated in Table I.
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C.4f PIVOT

(VIWC DWCA. 5IW4503357) 
ý7N6

C.G. LOCTQION
>:=-0.774 LN.
X5= 5.225 IN.

LA ,'CI4 CowrTNCT
(,L-=- 1.770 m•.

',$ I f1.00 IN.

FIG. E-1: SKETCH OF FIN LATCH
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It will be assumed that the impulse from the fin latch
acts aloug the X5 axis in the forward direction (-X 3 ). The-
radial i¶pulse contribution is assunel to te reacting inter-
nal to the latch since all six fins share ejually in the
ralial comyonent. rberefoic, the impulse at the latch con-
tact point for one fin iay be estimatal as:

= Al = (1/6) M, AV ... .2

.0.003314 lb-sec
w#ere

i = height of fin latch = 0.64 lb

ML = ias5 of fin latch = d.401557 lb-sec -inT

V= velocity "jump" = 12 ij-sec-l

rhe raodal contributicn to the i')uulse transfer is baled
upon the truc ii)p.ilse acting nornal to tie fin trailing eiig~
cutout dc'a a 1? degree sopýe as sketchei on FIg. E-l.

= J/(tan 100) = J.iS79 lb-sec ( E.3

In solving for the initial opening rate, three MDo)entun
Co s rv t o ....IW-ns ,s . C r led sI.. inc A-,in(ul

Fe3ctioD at the fin eivot is Involved in the process.

Conservation of linear nonentun (X¾ direction):

,- 2 cos4 (3) = ... ( L.

Conservation of linear moiientu'n (X.3 direction):

J- + M j sl' -(3) = ... ( E.5 )

Ccuisrvatlon uf anRular oomentum (aboit fin c.g.):

S0() X3) X

6.6



In the above conservation expressions, it is recognized
that:

= fin weight = 2.3, lbs

i= iass of a fin = a.0a7591 b-sec2-inI

12 = fin mass msmeut of inertia component about
the c.g. = 0.0935B lb-in-sec 2

Q = (X$ + X3 )/2 5.2,2 in.

sitn' = 4. 165

cos' = 0.93ý2

Substituting nuierical values into eqns. E.1 through E.5
yielis:

71P .03966 6(0) =-10.01679 lb-sec

3P 0.30597Q(be) =+(3.3333 lb-sec

5.225' + 0.7 + 0.035 e'(0) = +0.10521 lb-sec

Finally, the nunerical solution for initial fin opening
angle rate becolnes:

-I

6W = 0.65B rai-sec ... ( E.7

which is a result of an iiipulse input from the fin latch lue
to a unit velocity "jump of one foot per seconi.
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